Year 5 Home Learning Wednesday 25th March 2020
This is a list of free lessons that you might like to access not a list you must work
through/use. Professionals/celebrities using their talents to teach your children, it will also
give you a short break.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body Coach Live at 9am for PE You tube
Myleene Klass is offering a ‘Music Klass’ at 10am from her You Tube Channel on
Monday and Fridays
Chris Packham is posting daily wildlife episodes
Carol Voderman’s online Maths programme The Maths Factor is currently free
(usually requires a subscription)
David Walliams is reading his books online at 11am everyday
Dianne Buswell from Strictly Come Dancing has been offering short daily classes in
how to master the BBC’s famous routines (Instagram)

Reading
Listen to Chapter 8 of Cogheart. Answer the following questions (if you have not got the
book try to listen and write the word down that shows deep anger):

Please make sure you are reading something everyday too.
Writing
•

Continue with your Quarantine diary entry

Next week I would like you to start planning your own Steampunk Narrative so be
thinking of some ideas. Start thinking of a main character and a sidekick (like Malkin).
Steampunk is a retro futuristic subgenre of science fiction or science fantasy that
incorporates technology and designs inspired by 19th-century industrial steampowered machinery – just like Cogheart.
Spellings
Please practise your spellings on Spelling Shed; here is a copy of them if you
would like to write them out and play some games.
A lot more of you have been on since yesterday, keep it up!

Maths
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
Lesson 2 Decimals as fractions (1) if you have not done lesson 1 from yesterday
please do that first. Look for extra maths on Twinkl or from the Shanghi Maths books
you took home (decimal work).

You can either print the activity or just write the answers on some paper.
If you would like a challenge try
https://nrich.maths.org/search/?search=decimals&tab=1&fs=111110000000111 here you will find
some more stretching decimal activities .
Times Table Challenge
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button and Maths Shed (I have put specific times
tables on for you to be doing). Please when using hit the button don’t do ones that you know, such
as repeating 5’s/10’s, whilst this is good for your confidence it is not helping your fluency in others
that you might need to practise more.
RE
The Sacrament of Reconciliation Lesson 2 – see PowerPoint to the right. If you have not done lesson
one (those of you in school on Friday will have done) please do that first.

Art
In class we were working on our final William Morris style designs and getting ready to print them. If
you would like to produce one at home, it needs to be 16cm by 16cm. This is the size that your
printing block would have been.

Or
Next, we would have been moving on to using pens to
record minute detail. Using a biro or any other kind of pen
– not a large felt tip. Have a go at drawing some
cogs/clocks. You can google and copy drawings or just draw
them freehand. They could be a part of the Science
invention that you started designing yesterday.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kd7gAeSukAo please
note this video uses a compass/protractor. Your drawing
does not need to be so technical.

